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Stages Overview
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The Audience Builder Academy helps entrepreneurs, like you, build their

audience through exclusive training with digital marketing superstars!

Our core content is the sure foundation that your journey to building your

audience is establish on. Our focus is to help you get from the very

beginning stages as a Future Builder, where you may have an audience of

none, all the way up to a List Mogul, where your audience extends to

10,000 plus people!

This roadmap will help you identify where you are right now in your

journey, so that you can focus in on what you need to do now to set up for

where you are headed.

1 Future Builder

You are creating clarity about who

it is that you serve and how you

help them.

2 Authentic Amplifier

You have clarity and are ready to

welcome your first 100+ people

into your audience.
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3 Builder Boss

You have clarity, a good lead

magnet and have welcomed

1,000+ people into your audience.

4 Scaling Super Star

You have clarity, a good lead

magnet that incorporates paid

ads, and have welcomed 5,000+

people into your audience.

5 List Mogul

You have clarity, a good lead

magnet that incorporates paid

ads, incorporate a variety of

different traffic resources and have

10,000+ people in your audience.



Here are the characteristics of each stage of our roadmap. Be sure you go

over each stage to ensure you know where you are at as you begin your

journey.

Characteristics Blueprint
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Future Builder

I've been learning

and planning, now

it's time to make

this a reality. I need

clarity around my

brand, audience

and my customer's

journey. 

Builder Boss

I am welcoming new

audience members

regularly, now I need

to know how to keep

my momentum. I'm

ready to start paid ads,

be consistent with my

communication and

broaden my reach.

List Mogul

It's time to replicate

my efforts and grow

my team! I need to

develop processes and

systems to support

them, and create

evergreen funnels.

Authentic Amplifier

I have clarity and am

ready to create my first

lead magnet, track my

metrics, and develop a

communication plan to

welcome my first 100+

into my audience.

Scaling Super Star

I've crossed the 5,000+

people milestone and I'm

ready to "biggie size" and

serve a lot more people.

I'm going to start being

strategic with promotions,

really sell my products/

services, and explore more

partnerships and

collaborations.

1

2

3

4

5



You have a service/product that the world needs--YES!

But you need to put together some clarity about your brand, your

audience, and what exactly your customer's journey is going to look like.

The Future Builder

I have identified

my brand and

am confident

that it is a clear

representation of

my company.

I have a clear

voice and

consistent

messaging that

upholds what I

stand for across

all my channels.  

I am clear on my

offer and my

Unique Value

Proposition.

 

I have created an
Ideal Customer
Profile for my
primary market
and/or customer
and given it a
name to bring it to
life. 

I have created
Ideal Customer
Profiles for my
secondary (other)
market and/or
customers and
given them each a
name to bring
them to life.

I have an end goal
for my customers
in mind. 

I have a simple
plan that serves
my customer,
flowing from step
one, to the next
and so on.

My plan takes my
customer from our
first contact
through to a sale
and follow up.
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BRAND AUDIENCE JOURNEY

NOTES:



You have crystal clear content defining who you are, who you serve and

how you serve them. Now you're ready to put yourself out there by

creating and releasing your first lead magnet, tracking your metrics, and

developing a communication plan.

The Authentic Amplifier

I have designed and

uploaded a simple

lead magnet

centered around my

customer's problem.

I have created a

thank you page.

I have integrated my

thank you and lead

magnet with my

ESP;  my subscriber

will auto-receive my

thank you when they

opt-in

I have set up Google
Analytics on my
landing
page/website. 

I have determined
what engagement
metrics make the
most sense for my
business.

I am reviewing my
metrics and making
adjustments to my
lead magnet as
necessary.

I have auto-
confirmation emails
for all transactions/
interactions.

I have an automated
welcome series. 

Subscribers are
added to my
newsletter list when
the welcome series
ends. 

I respond to every
valid email from a
customer within my
identified customer
response time.
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LEAD MAGNET METRICS COMMUNICATION

NOTES:



You're regularly welcoming new people and have grown to 1,000+

audience!

It's time to focus in on maximizing the good already set in motion by

implementing paid advertising, ensuring consistent communication, and

entering new social media platforms.

The Builder Boss

I have a Facebook

business page/

group and it is set up

for success. 

I know what kind of

ads I can create and

have aligned my

choice of ad with my

business goals. 

I have run my first

Facebook ad

campaign.

I am sending out a
scheduled newsletter
to my subscribers
weekly/ monthly as
per my content
plan.  

I segment my
subscribers based on
their interests
(different opt-ins) and
send them
customized
communications.

I have researched
what platforms best
serve my customers.

I have opened
accounts with
relevant social
platforms.

I am growing my
presence on these
new platforms by
offering relevant
engagement and
interacting
consistently.
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PAID ADS CONSISTENT PLATFORMS

NOTES:



You've really broadened your reach and are getting your message out by

utilizing different platforms. You've crossed into a 5,000+ audience, and

now it's time to add more leverage to your growth with strategic

promotions, selling your products/services, and collaborating.

The Scaling Super Star

I have mapped out a

calendar for the year

and divided my year

into quarters.

I have determined a

promotion focus for

each quarter.

I have developed the

strategy,

(promotional

content, integrated

follow-up copy, etc.)

for each of my

promotions.

I am focusing on
selling my
products/services.

Based on my
analytics and goals, I
am making increased
investment in
FB/Instagram paid
ads.

I am using other tools
(like webinars) to
promote and sell my
products.

I am adding new
products/services
that my audience
want.

I have researched
what podcasts,
blogs/vlogs, and
online magazines,
and influencers my
customers are
invested in and
made a list of who to
contact to pitch to.

I have created
custom pitches for
stream I’d like to
appear on.

I have distributed
and are following up
on my personalized
pitches.
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STRATEGY SELL COLLABORATE

NOTES:



You've crossed that 10,000+ audience mark... CONGRATULATIONS!

Now it's time to replicate your efforts by building a team, developing

processes and systems to support your team, and developing evergreen

funnels.

The List Mogul

I am strategically

building my staff

team to help

manage, focus in

and scale my

business growth.

I intentionally hire

people who have the

ability to produce

fantastic results in

focused areas to

exponentially

expand my reach.

I am intentionally
thinking through and
developing the
strategy of my
process to streamline
my systems and
processes in a way
that my team can
effectively hone in on
their individual tasks
and so expand my
reach in serving my
audience.

I check in with my
team to ensure the
strategies I develop
are producing the
best results, and
make adjustments as
needed. 

I have determined a
solid evergreen
promotion to funnel
year-round.

I have developed the
strategy,
(promotional
content, integrated
follow-up copy, etc.)
for my evergreen
funnel.

My evergreen funnel
is live and I am
consistently
reviewing the
metrics and making
adjustments as
needed.
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TEAM PROCESSES EVERGREEN

NOTES:



Notes:
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